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named. This means that logic and ratiocination have nothing to do
with moral principles. We feel first and reason afterward. That
which pleases us we subsequently approve that which ofifends or
hurts us we resent and then condemn in more or less precisely formulated doctrines.
With these propositions for his premises, Prof. Westermarck has
little difficulty in puncturing and disposing of the old theological notions of ethics as well as of the modern or contemporaneous assumptions. He rejects absolutism, as do the Hedonists and Utilitarians,
but, unHke these, he finds it impossible to find a solid foundation for
ethics either in the principle of the greatest good for the greatest
num.ber or in that of the greatest good or happiness for the normal
;

individual.
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It follows, according to Westermarck, that emotions, and emotions only, are convertible into moral judgments and ethical prin-
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But we certainly resent the insults and other injuries of fellowhumans, and not infrequently kick and strike them. Now the same
natural emotion will account for codes and laws and agencies directed against those who inflict pain upon us. The criminal code is
one of the embodied and crystallized modes of resentment and retaliation

caused by pain.

libel, slander, and like offences
and punish them. The feeling of resentment is primary the ideas and intellectual processes reflected in
criminal codes and moral injunctions are secondary. Xo one, says
Dr. Westermarck, will question the utility of the codes and injunctions, once we recognize their origin and the sanctions back of them.
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sensation or feeling" of pleasure gives rise to gratitude, ap-

pro\al. friendly appreciation, or, in the author's words, "retributive

These feelings or sentiments, again, generate ideas and
commend those acts or courses of action which tend
to render us individually and collectively contented, happy, secure.
The commendations find e\-cntual embodiment in appropriate doctrines and formulae.
Thus far it is impossible to disagree with Dr. \\'estermarck. But
is he justified in claiming startling originality for his views?
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correctness and truth of the generalizations that spring from feelings. Do we know that capital punishment is useful, deterrent, and
preventive? We do not. Yet capital punishment is a result of the
pain-pleasure motive stressed by Dr. Westermarck. Our laws and
regulations against business fraud and stock gambling are notoriously insufficient }et there is no uncertainty as to the pain caused
by the tricks and manipulations of the dishonest and greedy stock
traders and the faithless directors of corporations risking their money
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tant groups aided, at least passively, by larger groups.

In short, moral ideas are the ideas of the dominant elements in
the given body politic.
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